Abstract. Let A be a finite dimensional, unital, associative algebra with non-degenerate invariant inner product. In this note, we give an explicit description of an action of chains of cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams on the reduced Hochschild cochain complex of A.
This paper is prepared as notes for a talk at the AMS meeting in Lawrenceville in April 2004. It concerns structures on the reduced Hochschild cochain complex, mirroring those of String Topology. String Topology may be regarded as the study of the algebraic topology of the free loop space of a manifold. Chas and Sullivan, [1] , [2] , showed that the cohomology of the free loop space of a manifold has the structure of a BV algebra. Building on Sullivan's later work [13] , Cohen and Godin [3] showed that string topology operations give rise to a two dimensional positive boundary TQFT. This was achieved by looking at certain operations coming from so called Sullivan chord diagrams.
The Hochschild cochain complex of the cochains of a (simply connected) manifold gives a model for the chains on the free loop space of that manifold. One expects analogs of the above structure in a purely algebraic setting. The Deligne conjecture, which was proved in [5] , [7] , [10] , [14] , [15] , and [16] , answers part of this question. It states that the chains of the little disc operad act on the Hochschild cochain complex of an associative algebra. A related question is whether the chains of the framed little disc operad act on the Hochschild cochain complex of a unital, associative algebra with invariant inner product. This question has been affirmatively answered by Kaufmann, McClure and Smith, Tamarkin; see [6] , [9] , and [11] .
In this note, we give an explicit action of chains of cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams on the reduced Hochschild cochain complex. Loosely speaking, such a diagram corresponds to an orientable surface of arbitrary genus, with suitably oriented input and output boundary components (see section 1 for a definition). More precisely, we show the following:
Theorem. Let A be a finite dimensional, unital, associative algebra with nondegenerate, invariant inner product. Then, the reduced Hochschild cochain complex of A is an algebra over the PROP of chains of cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams.
Corollary. Under the above assumptions, the Hochschild cohomology of A has an associative and commutative multiplication, together with a coassociative and cocommutative comultiplication, which satisfy the Frobenius compatibility.
Cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams do not account for the operation of reversing the orientation of a loop. There is a larger object, which includes all of the above operations together with possible orientation change. If we assume that A is also commutative, then this larger PROP also acts on the reduced Hochschild complex, as we will show in a follow-up paper.
Chains of Cyclic Sullivan Chord Diagrams
In this section, we introduce a special kind of Sullivan chord diagrams, called cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams. For these diagrams, one defines a boundary, composition, etc. to make them into a PROP. We show in an example how the Frobenius relations appear in its homology.
Definition (Cyclic Sullivan Chord Diagram). A cyclic Sullivan chord diagram consists of a finite collection of disjointly embedded planar circles which may be connected using a finite number of immersed planar trees. Such a tree is called a chord. An endpoint of a chord lies on a circle, but different endpoints may lie on the same circle, and even on the same point. However, there may exist circles to which no chords are attached. The chords are not allowed to enter the circles. A chord has two types of vertices, the inner vertices, and the endpoints, where it meets with the circles. The circles and the chords together form a graph (with possibly a collection of disjoint circles). At a vertex of this graph, there is an induced cyclic ordering of the edges, which comes from the orientation of the plane. The cyclic ordering of the edges at each vertex, yields a well defined thickening of the diagram to a surface with boundary. A diagram of type (g; n, m) is one for which this surface is of genus g, and has n + m boundary components, precisely n of which are inside the original circles. As part of the structure, these boundaries, which are referred to as the inputs, are numbered. Each input circle is decorated with a marked point, called the input marked point, and is oriented in a clockwise fashion. The remaining m boundary components, which are known as the outputs, are also enumerated and decorated with output marked points. The thickened surface is merely a auxiliary tool for better picturing the input and output circles. Mathematically, all that matters is the combinatorial structure. In fact, the input and output marked points are all placed on the original circles. The chords are to be thought of as objects of length zero. Consequently, an output marked point or another chord endpoint may slide on the output circle from one chord endpoint to the next. The output circles are oriented as follows: The orientation of the surface, induced from the plane, induces an orientation on the boundary components. This induced orientation, which opposes the orientation of the input circles, should coincide with the orientation of the output circles. Note that since the circles are oriented and the chords do not enter the circles, at a vertex on a circle, there is a natural linear ordering of the chord edges and output marked points. The output marked point can lie anywhere in between such edges, and is considered as part of the linear ordering.
Definition (Chains on Cyclic Sullivan Chord Diagrams). Let C k S c (g; n, m) denote the vector space generated by the cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams of type (g; n, m), up to combinatorial isomorphism. Here k is the number of the connected components obtained by removing the chord endpoints, the input, and the output marked points from the original circles, minus n.
There is a natural boundary operator, ∂, on C * S c (n, m). By linearity, it is sufficient to describe ∂ on the generators. Consider a basis element s ∈ C k S c (g; n, m). By removing the chord endpoints, the input, and the output marked points from the original circles, one obtains k + n connected components. Since these oriented circles are enumerated, there is a natural numbering of these connected components from 1 to n + k. Let ∂(s) ∈ C k−1 S c (g; n, m) denote the alternating sum of all cyclic chord diagrams obtains by one at a time collapsing of each of the connected components to a point. It is easy to verify that ∂ 2 = 0.
Here the input circles are labeled by 1 and 2, and the output circle is labeled by 1'. There is also a natural composition. Once again, by linearity, it suffices to define the composition • :
on the basis elements. For two such elements s ∈ C * S c (k, l) and s ′ ∈ C * S c (m, k), we want to define s • s ′ . For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k consider the i-th output of s ′ and the i-th input of s. Each of these is a circle with a certain number of vertices and a particular marked point on it. Starting from the marked point of the i-th input circle of s, one can read off the linear ordering of chords and output marked points arranged around this input circle. This combinatorics should be shuffled in between the previously existing chords of the i-th output circle of s ′ in all possible ways. Using the total ordering of vertices on chord diagrams, we add a sign factor, of (−1) for each chord endpoint or marked point of s, which moves passed an output marked point or chord endpoint of s ′ . Summing over all possibilities gives rise to the desired composition. Note that the i-th output circle of s ′ and the i-th input circle of s are dissolved. See the following example:
Again, we labeled the input circles by 1 and 2, and the output circles by 1' and 2'. In the following composition example we consider a situation in which two output points and three chord endpoints of s coincide with one of its input points. In the process of identifying the corresponding circles, the marked point of the input circle of s, labeled by 1, is to be identified with the marked point of the output circle of If the combinatorial dimension of the composed object is less than the expected dimension, the composition is zero. This is precisely the situation in the following composition.
One can check that the above differential is a derivation of the composition, i.e. the composition is a chain map of the corresponding spaces.
Relabeling naturally gives rise to a map from the permutation group S n to C 0 S c (0, n, n) ⊂ C 0 S c (n, n), which induces an S n -action on suitable chord diagrams. More precisely, such permutation corresponds to n disjoint circles in the plane, without chords, whose inputs and outputs are numbered in accordance with the given permutation.
The above structure is organized in the following definition:
Definition (PROP of Chains on Cyclic Sullivan Chord Diagrams). The collection C * S c , of chain complexes C * S c (m, n), for m, n ≥ 1, together with the above composition rule is a PROP in the category of chain complexes, which we refer to as the PROP of cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams. The tensor product is the disjoint union. The subspace of genus 0, n-to-1 operations, whose chords do not cross in the plane is isomorphic to the chains on the cactus operad.
Example. Let's look at the following four chord diagrams. Since ⌣∈ C 0 S c (2, 1) and * ∈ C 1 S c (2, 1), we have labeled the inputs circles by 1 and 2, and the output circle was labeled by 1'. Similarly, ∨ 0 ∈ C 0 S c (1, 2) and ∨ ∈ C 1 S c (1, 2) have a labeled input 1, and two labeled outputs 1' and 2'. The notation for ⌣ was taken from [4] , and ∨ 0 and ∨ were taken from [12, pages 2-3]. Notice, that both ⌣ and ∨ 0 are closed elements. An explicit check shows that these elements satisfy associativity and coassociativity:
is the cyclic Sullivan chord diagram consisting of one circle without chords, whose input and output marked points coincide. Now, let τ 2 ∈ C 0 S c (2, 2) denote the element that switches the labeling, as defined by the map
. Thus, on homology, this implies commutativity and cocommutativity for ⌣ and ∨ 0 , respectively. Finally note the following compatibility condition:
This equation implies the Frobenius condition on homology, since ∨ 0 is cocommutative on homology.
Proof of the Theorem
Before giving the proof of the theorem, let's recall the relevant notations and definitions.
Let (A, ·, 1) be a finite dimensional, unital, associative algebra together with a bimodule isomorphism β : A → A * . We will denote the inverse isomorphism γ := β −1 : A * → A. To be more precise, A is interpreted as a bimodule over itself, by using the multiplication. Let A * := Hom(A, k) be its dual space, where k is the ground field. Then, this is a bimodule over A, by taking (a 1 .a * .a 2 )(a 3 ) := a * (a 2 · a 3 · a 1 ), for any a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ A and a * ∈ A * . Let's define the inner product < −, − >: A ⊗ A → k by < a 1 , a 2 >:= (β(a 1 ))(a 2 ). Then the above is equivalent to < −, − > being a non-degenerate inner product, satisfying
Let us briefly recall the definitions of the reduced Hochschild cochain complex and its endomorphism PROP. f )) (a 1 , . .., a n ) := a 1 .f (a 2 , ..., a n ) (a 1 , . .., a j · a j+1 , ..., a n )
.., a n−1 ).a n ,
where "." is used to denote both left and right module maps. A straightforward check shows that δ 2 = 0, see e.g. 
Definition (Endomorphism PROP). Let V be a differential graded vector space over k. Then define the endomorphism PROP of V to be given by the differential graded spaces End V (k, l) := Hom(V ⊗k , V ⊗l ), with the induced differential from V .
We want to describe a map α : C * S c → End HC * (A;A) from the chains of cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams to the endomorphism PROP of the reduced Hochschild cochain complex, respecting the differentials, composition, and symmetric group action. Thus we need to define maps α(k, l) :
⊗l , we first draw the Sullivan chord diagram s and put f i = (c 
Thus we obtain r elements for which the above procedure can be applied. In the above example, c 
(c 2 This is well defined, because the output marked points and chord endpoints are cyclically ordered, and the input marked point is evaluated by the unit which is in the center of A. We thus respect the cyclic order of output marked points and chord marked points, but do not care about the position of the input marked point. Another consistency check deals with the fact that output marked points and chord endpoints may slide along chords. For example in the above picture the 4'-th marked point may be put at c 
for all a ∈ A. Similarly, a chord may slide along another chord, due to the fact that
′′ (e) There is an overall sign factor obtained in the following way. Note that one has a total ordering of is regarded of degree 0. Thus, f 1 ⊗ ... ⊗ f k has a total degree of n 1 + ... + n k . Having this in mind, the operation α(s) can be obtained by the following two steps. First, the c i j 's corresponding to chord endpoints are to be evaluated using the inner product. These do not contribute to the output total degree. Similarly, the c i j 's corresponding to the output marked points change their degree from 1 to 0, because they are to be positioned into the last entry of a Hochschild element. The input marked points c i ni+1 of degree 0 are evaluated on the unit, and do not change the total degree. We see that α(s) changes the degree by the number of special points on the input circles, minus k. This can be achieved by applying a tensor product of shift and identity maps to expression (2) , where the shift and identity maps have degrees 1 and 0, respectively. In doing so, the usual sign rule applies, i.e. whenever something of degree r moves passed something of degree s, a sign of (−1) r·s is introduced. The second step is to rearrange expression (2) according to the combinatorics of the output circles of s. This means that blocks of c i j 's have to move passed other blocks of c i j 's. We introduce a sign of (−1) r·s for each block of degree r moving passed a block of degree s. Thus, the above example yields the following term in expression for α(s)(f 1 , ..., f k ): (c
and other identities to simplify this expression. We want to show that this map α : C * S c → End HC * (A;A) respects the differentials, composition, and symmetric group action. First, the symmetric group action is preserved, since it only changes the labeling of the circles or tensor factors. Now, let's look at the differentials. Recall, that for s ∈ C * S c , the differential ∂(s) is given by a sum of all terms for which two markings on any input circle come together at one point. A marking can either be an endpoint of a chord, an input marked point or an output marked point (see page 2). Now, for
) ∈ HC * (A; A), the differential is given by applying the comultiplication ∆ :
So, the differential of the operation α(s) ∈ Hom HC * (A; A) ⊗k , HC * (A; A) ⊗l is given by
where |s| denotes the degree of s. Notice that in the above sum, all terms, which apply the comultiplication to any c i j , that are not bounded by any marked point or chord endpoint of s, cancel. This is because those terms appear both in the left sum and in the right sum of (5) with opposite signs. The remaining terms in (5) are so that either one, or both tensor factors of ∆(c
by a marked point and/or chord endpoint. Notice that if both tensor factors are bounded by marked points and/or chord endpoints, then according to item (d) in the definition of α, we get exactly the term corresponding to the two marked points and/or chord endpoints coming together, and coinciding at that point, respecting the cyclic order. The alternating sum of the boundary from page 2 comes from the fact, that if c i j corresponds to the r-th special point of all |s| + k special points on the input circles of s, then |s| + k − r shift maps move passed the additional factor (c i j )
′ . We claim, that all terms containing only one bounded tensor-factor cancel each other out. We will first consider the three cases of having an individual input marked point, or an output marked point, or a chord endpoint being used in one of the tensor factors of ∆(c
′′ . After this, we will remark, why this also works if several marked points and/or chord endpoints coincide at one of the tensor factors. First of all, an input marked point applies a unit 1. Thus we see that the two terms (c i j ) (c In other words, we use the algebraic fact that
Note that the signs become opposite when applying ∆ to c ′ to the spot of c p q , instead of applying ∆ to c p q . Now, if several marked points and/or chord endpoints coincide at some point, then we can do the same steps as above in the cyclic order specified by this point. Thus one can slide the unbound tensor factor of some tensor product ( 
from one side to the other, where it cancels itself out. It remains to show that α respects the compositions. Let s ∈ C * S c (k, l) and s ′ ∈ C * S c (m, k) be two chains on the cyclic Sullivan chord diagrams for which we want to consider the composition s•s ′ ∈ C * S c (m, l). Recall that we have to identify the j-th output circle of s ′ with the j-th input circle of s starting at the respective marked points (see page 3). We need to show that α(s . We need to apply α(s) to this, which means that output marked points and chords need to be added to the k tensor factors of α(s ′ )(f 1 , ..., f m ). Thus one sums over all possibilities of placing output marked points (see item (b) on page 7), and chord endpoints (see item (c) on page 7) on the c i j 's according to the combinatorics given by s. But this means exactly that we apply chords and output marked points at the points specified by the composition s • s ′ . Since everything is graded, and we have to move the same number of elements passed each other to obtain the same expression, we also obtain the same overall sign. Notice that this argument also works if several marked points and/or chord endpoints coincide at some point, since this only means that the coproduct ∆ has to be applied to c i j , see item (d) on page 7. The above arguments can be applied to all c i j 's of the k factors of α(s ′ )(f 1 , ..., f m ), which are not output marked points. Now, letc ∈ A * represent one of the output marked points. The definition of α(s) in item (a) on page 7 requires to apply the unit 1 to this elementc. Note, thatc might either be a factor of some coproduct -such as (c 
